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While a lot of work is needed to figure out the organic-silica interfaces in natural materials such as diatom frustules or marine siliceous sponge spicules, Solid-State NMR appears to be a powerful toolbox with several nuclei and methods to carry out. Nevertheless, natural abundance in 2H as well a too poor C-content in the cleaned specimen do not allow nor 2D correlations neither well-resolved 1D spectra, that are necessary to go further on species proximity and connectivity assessment. Conjugating DNP to SS-NMR appears to be a promising solution to enhance the signal.

Conclusion

Variability in 14C CP-MASS-NMR response depending on species and history: nature of the taxon, aging, conservation, chemical treatment... (Ref.2).

Sensitivity limit

1H MAS and 29Si HPD-EDC-MAS NMR spectra of the Whole-cell, SDS-treated and H2O2-treated diatom frustules samples isotopically enriched in 2H, 15N, 29Si, and 13C, resp. (Ref.5). A signal broadening and a loss in intensity is observed after chemical treatment. While SDS/EDTA is used first to clean the frustules, further H2O2 treatment seems to be much more aggressive, probably leading to partial dissolution-recrystallization.

The two-valves silica cell wall (+ Frustule -) of diatoms: the silaffin-mediated formation of a silica shell embedded with organic matter.

The silica skeleton of sponges: the silicatën-mediated formation of a silica shell around an axial filiment, mainly composed of proteins.

Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Root Mean Square (rms) for the 14C CP-MASS SS-NMR spectrum of the Thalassiothece diatom frustules and Laococetes Peronii (spoon spicules) samples. Signal and noise regions are highlighted with dotted vertical red and green lines, resp.; critical (Lc), detection (Ld) and quantitative (Lq) limits with dotted horizontal red, orange and green lines, resp. (according to ref. 3). In both cases, signal is detected but must be amplified.
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